processing of lexicosemantic information (i.e., sentence meaning). These studies have typically varied the syntactic complexity of the stimuli across experimental con- the neural substrate of sentence comprehension using associated with language processing have long suga task where the syntactic complexity of the stimuli gested that syntax and semantics may be subserved by did not vary across experimental conditions. Rather, distinct cortical areas, but unequivocal evidence of such an innovative selective attention paradigm was used a dissociation has thus far been elusive. Functional neuwhere, unbeknownst to the subjects, we manipulated roimaging techniques, such as positron emission tothe type of linguistic information (semantic versus synmography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imtactic) the subjects had to rely on to decide whether or aging (fMRI) in particular, offer the spatial resolution not the meaning of two sentences differed. The activaneeded to make finer inferences about brain-behavior tion paradigm involved two experimental conditionsrelations. Yet, most functional neuroimaging studies of presented in a blocked design and interleaved with rest language published in the last decade have focused on periods-where the subjects listened to pairs of sentensingle word processing and have thus been unable to ces. In the "semantic" condition, each pair of sentences address the neural substrate of syntactic functions, was identical in all respects except for one word that which involve the computation of the grammatical rules was replaced with either a synonym or a different word. encoding relations among words.
role in syntactic processing, as it is possible that this tinction is represented at the neural level is still a matsame area would also become increasingly active in a ter of considerable debate. In the present fMRI study, task where difficulty level (as indexed by significantly we examined the neural correlates of syntactic and longer response times) is varied along a different linguissemantic functions using an innovative activation partic aspect. Indeed, while the left inferior frontal gyrus adigm specifically designed to unequivocally disen-(IFG) is known to play a crucial role in speech production, tangle syntactic from lexicosemantic aspects of sena number of investigations have reported significant actence processing. Our findings strongly indicate that tivation in Broca's area using a variety of language tasks a part of Broca's area (BA 44, pars opercularis) is involving semantic and phonological processing, word critically implicated in processing syntactic informa- the neural substrate of sentence comprehension using associated with language processing have long suga task where the syntactic complexity of the stimuli gested that syntax and semantics may be subserved by did not vary across experimental conditions. Rather, distinct cortical areas, but unequivocal evidence of such an innovative selective attention paradigm was used a dissociation has thus far been elusive. Functional neuwhere, unbeknownst to the subjects, we manipulated roimaging techniques, such as positron emission tothe type of linguistic information (semantic versus synmography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imtactic) the subjects had to rely on to decide whether or aging (fMRI) in particular, offer the spatial resolution not the meaning of two sentences differed. The activaneeded to make finer inferences about brain-behavior tion paradigm involved two experimental conditionsrelations. Yet, most functional neuroimaging studies of presented in a blocked design and interleaved with rest language published in the last decade have focused on periods-where the subjects listened to pairs of sentensingle word processing and have thus been unable to ces. In the "semantic" condition, each pair of sentences address the neural substrate of syntactic functions, was identical in all respects except for one word that which involve the computation of the grammatical rules was replaced with either a synonym or a different word. encoding relations among words.
In the "syntactic" condition, the sentences in each pair Relatively few PET and fMRI studies have investigated were either cast in a different form (i. 
Syntactic Condition
Semantic Condition "The policeman arrested the thief" "The lawyer questioned the witness" "The thief was arrested by the policeman" "The attorney questioned the witness" same "The teacher was outsmarted by the student" "The man was attacked by the doberman" "The teacher outsmarted the student" "The man was attacked by the pitbull" different "The pool is behind the gate" "The car is in the garage" "Behind the gate is the pool" "The auto is in the garage" same "West of the bridge is the airport" "East of the city is the lake" "The bridge is west of the airport" "East of the city is the river" different syntactic structure of the sentences within each pair versus rest comparisons in regions typically associated with language processing (Figure 1 ). Specifically, activabeing the same. In contrast, in the syntactic condition, computing and comparing the syntactic structure of the tion was detected in the IFG (Brodmann's areas 44, 45, and 47), superior and middle temporal gyri (BA 42, 22, sentences within each pair was essential to determine whether or not their meaning differed, the individual and 21), as well as in the supramarginal and angular gyri (BA 40 and 39), with the left hemisphere showing overall word meanings used in each pair of sentences being identical. As processing language at the higher level greater activation in terms of magnitude and spatial extent. The results of these initial comparisons suggested of structure-sentences and discourse-is mandatory when one attends to linguistic stimuli, we expected the that within the IFG, BA 45 was activated in both conditions, whereas BA 44 was most strongly activated in the subjects to process the sentences in all conditions at both the syntactic and semantic levels; however, we syntactic condition, and BA 47 (bilaterally) was selectively activated in the semantic condition. Furthermore, also expected the data to reflect that the relative weight each type of processing had in performing the judgment while activation of canonical language areas in the temporo-parietal cortex was observed in both conditions task varied orthogonally between the two conditions. Subjects were not informed about the nature of the exversus rest, the extent of these activations was greater in the syntactic condition, with portions of BA 22, 38, perimental manipulation. They were instructed to listen to each pair of sentences and decide whether the two 39, and 40 found active only in this condition. To further assess the extent to which the observed sentences had the same literal meaning. The subjects were debriefed at the end of the scan and did not report pattern of activation was modulated by the specific linguistic aspect maximally taxed in a given condition, we noticing any difference between the two experimental blocks.
also performed direct statistical comparisons between the two experimental conditions. These analyses identified two condition-specific areas of activation, both loResults cated in the left IFG, though in spatially segregated regions (see Figure 2) . Specifically, for the syntactic versus Behavioral measures were collected outside the scanner environment in a separate testing session, persemantic comparison, the cluster of cortical activity was centered in the lower section of the pars opercularis formed at least 6 months after the imaging session. To rule out any effect of previous exposure to the experi-(BA 44), whereas for the semantic versus syntactic comparison, the activation was more inferior, with center of mental stimuli, behavioral data were also collected on a second group of eight normal volunteers that were maxima found in the pars orbitalis (BA 47). The location (in Talaraich's coordinates) and peak exposed to the stimuli only once. No reliable differences were found between experimental conditions on either height of all clusters of activation exceeding a corrected significance level of p Ͻ .05 (for both magnitude and reaction times or accuracy level ( Table 2) .
The imaging results from the grouped data showed spatial extent) for each statistical comparison are shown in Table 3 . significant foci of activation for both activation condition (i.e., the selection of information among competing alterlikely to involve semantic processing in its most naturalistic context. Together with Mü ller et al.'s findings, our natives from semantic memory) present in the activation tasks used in these investigations, rather than to semandata then provide converging evidence linking the more inferior section of the IFG to lexical semantic aspects tic processing per se. Though it is not clear how our task should be rated in terms of selection demands, it of sentence processing. Finally, our findings also confirm the involvement of should be noted that activity in BA 47, within the IFG, was also found in Mü ller et al.'s (1997) study during prefrontal regions during a receptive language task, further suggesting that Broca's area plays a significant role passive listening to sentences, that is, in a condition 
Discussion

